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PETER BOHLER
Two of this issue’s most alluring sets of portraits—the Haas Brothers (page 46) and Alex Israel
(cover and page 146)—were shot by the same person: Peter Bohler. “It’s great meeting artists,” he
says, “and seeing the people and process behind the work.” He was particularly taken with the
Haases, not simply for their combined artist output, but also their team’s office activities. “A few
minutes after I arrived, eight of them started doing group stretches, which they do every morning.” Bohler is based in Los Angeles, but grew up in New Jersey, where his parents raised not
only a very talented photographer but also sheep. In addition to Surface, his outlets include—but
aren’t limited to—The New York Times Magazine, The New Yorker, GQ, and Monocle.
ARIAN CAMILLERI
For his first contribution to Surface, Arian Camilleri lent his talents as a photographer—and his
home—to our “Fine Lines” Product shoot (page 62). A crew including associate fashion editor
Courtney Kenefick, paper stylist Jennifer Tran (whose crafty work is equally as impressive as
Camilleri’s photo skills), and a gaggle of burley, diamond-packing security guards gathered in
his Brooklyn loft-slash-studio to bring the jewelry pieces to life. Despite his aptitude for still-life
photography, he doesn’t like to be pigeonholed. “I find it refreshing to branch out from doing
the same style all the time,” says Camilleri, whose ongoing projects include a portrait series in
collaboration with artist Rodney White called “Human Degree.” As cool as that sounds, he still
plays favorites with his shoots, and has deemed this issue’s his “favorite of the year.”
ELIZABETH G. DUNN
How does chef Tom Colicchio’s former assistant, now a James Beard–nominated food writer for
The Wall Street Journal, end up penning a design story for Surface? Her editors here, for one, are
gluttons—and not just for punishment. For Dunn, the author of this month’s Restaurant column
(page 84) about Otium at the Broad Museum, it was a chance for her to think outside the lunchbox. “It was like a magical first date,” she says of her maiden voyage into this magazine’s universe.
“Usually when I interview chefs, I’m quite narrowly focused on their culinary methods and expertise, and for Surface, it was fun having the opportunity to talk to Tim Hollingsworth about his
approach to design.” Dunn is pregnant with her second child, the sex of whom is unknown—at
least to us—but come January, the Gunnison-Dunn family home in Harlem will have one more
occupant. One thing is for certain: He or she will be well fed.
SARAH KHAN
Sarah Khan, our unofficial Cape Town correspondent, has actually never written about South
Africa for Surface. Her online alter-ego is the South AfriKhan, and yet we resist. She writes plenty
about her adopted homeland for The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and Condé Nast
Traveler, so our assignments are about anywhere but. For Surface, she’s covered a Hong Kong
hotel (October), a Guadalajara restaurant (September), and for this issue, she’s taking us even
further away from her backyard: Sydney’s new Old Clare Hotel in the heart of the city’s Chippendale district (page 78). “When I was there in March,” she says, “the hotel was just a hulking
construction site.” It’s still very much hulking, but the construction is done, tempting Westerners to finally sell the farm and get on a plane to Australia. The South AfriKhan hails from the
American Northeast and is a former Travel + Leisure editor. She’s happily married and fluent in
Urdu. Two things we all aspire to be.
BEN WISEMAN
“I enjoyed the article,” says Ben Wiseman, referring to this month’s Critic column by M.H. Miller
(page 58) on the subject of celebrity art collectors, which he illustrated. “Art Basel Miami has
always seemed to me to be my version of hell.” Different strokes for different folks, as they say.
Wiseman’s piece depicts art fair booths with a red carpet running up and down the walls, covering
the works. The trope of the carpet is something he’s often drawn to, and avoids for this reason.
“But in this case,” he says, “if it works, it works.” Currently based in Brooklyn, Wiseman grew
up in Lexington, Kentucky, and is a graduate of Parsons School of Design. His work frequently
appears in the The New York Times, The New Yorker, and Wired.
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BY SARAH KHAN

A guest room at the Old Clare Hotel
in Sydney.

“I’m really into unloved buildings in unloved
neighborhoods,” says hotelier Loh Lik Peng.
“It might be an unusual strategy for hotels
and restaurants, but I like being in areas with
an adventurous edge and local flavor.”
Unusual or not, it’s a strategy that’s served
him well: his Unlisted Collection portfolio
spans Singapore, London, Shanghai, and
now Sydney, with properties occupying a
neglected red-light district home, former
army headquarters, and an erstwhile town
hall, among other structures with unexpected provenances. For his first foray into Sydney, he transformed two historic but derelict
edifices in the Chippendale district—the
19th-century Carlton & United Breweries administration building and the 1930s
County Clare pub—into the slick new Old
Clare Hotel.
When Peng first fell in love with the heritage buildings in 2011, Chippendale was
a run-down inner-city neighborhood that
Sydneysiders preferred to pass through
quickly, if at all; by the time the hotel opened
this fall, the area was teeming with avantgarde art galleries and a clutch of top restaurants. Peng might just be the hotel industry’s
Midas, turning every project he touches to
real-estate gold.
“My vision was not to over-restore it,

but to maintain the grittiness and the industrial, urban feeling of the building while
respecting its history,” Peng says. And so
he set Tim Greer, design director of Tonkin
Zulaikha Greer Architects, to work. “It was
a pretty unspecific brief; he said to make
something that Sydney doesn’t have,” Greer
recalls. “We spent quite a bit of time undressing the structure we inherited—it’s as
much about unbuilding as creating.” The result is a protean space, raw and rugged, but
also sublimely sophisticated.
Rooms
The 62 rooms are clad in timber and steel,
and accessorized with custom-made desk
lamps by U.K.’s Rag & Bone Man that were
fashioned from chunks of machinery. Some
rooms are duplexes, some have antique bars
salvaged from the brewery, and all come
with upholstered vintage chairs collected by
Peng; there may be seven categories, but no
two rooms are exactly alike. The pièce de résistence is the C.U.B. suite, which occupies
the former boardroom—porcelain urinals
from the executive men’s restroom have even
been restored.
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PHOTO: COURTESY OLD CLARE HOTEL.

This new hotel is the
showpiece of a Sydney
neighborhood’s makeover.
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PHOTOS: COURTESY OLD CLARE HOTEL.

The laneway between the two buildings was
transformed into the hotel’s lobby: “There’s
actually a third building, to stitch the two
buildings together with curtain wall glazing,” Greer says. “To one side we literally
cut a slice out of the building—from top to
bottom, through brickwork and timber and
steel, and as you look out from the stairs you
see the backside of original facade.”
The buzziest new restaurant openings
in Sydney these days all seem to share the
same postal code, so it’s no surprise that Old
Clare adds three high-profile spots to boost
Chippendale’s burgeoning culinary cred
even further. Chef Clayton Wells—formerly
of Momofuku Seiobo in Pyrmont—is at the
helm at Automata, whose moody ambience
and industrial design came courtesy of Matt
“Machine” Darwon (the centerpiece of the
dining room is a Rag & Bone Man chandelier crafted out of a World War II aircraft engine). On the opposite end of the spectrum
is the light and airy Silvereye by chef Sam
Miller, all blond oak and Scandinavian minimalism, likely inspired by his time as Rene
Redzepi’s right-hand man at Copenhagen’s
Noma. Kensington Street Social, from prolific British chef Jason Atherton of London’s
Michelin-starred Pollen Street Social, is
scheduled to open in early 2016.
In the end, Greer and his team executed
Peng’s vision, however unspecific, in a way
that’s anointed the Old Clare as Sydney’s
most novel hotel. “It’s not all sophisticated
or all raw, but it moves between these two
states,” Greer says. “It’s a building with
mixed emotions—you have to really get it to
want to stay here.”
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(THIS PAGE, TOP TO BOTTOM) The
hotel’s outdoor pool. The Clare Bar.
(OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM) A
staircase in the hotel. The secondfloor dining room at Automata.
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